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In recent years, America has
realized that its concern with
criminals has been too
narrowly focused on
punishment and isolation .
With only few exceptions,
those committed to prisons
return to society ill-equipped
to make a new life. Under the
leadership of several
vVashington UniverSity
alumni, Magdala Foundation
in St. Louis is one of th e
pioneers in es tablishing a new
kind of correctional institution.
See story on page 2.
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Magdala Foundation's two cOlnmunity-based treatment centers for criminals represent a new ap
proach to an age-old problem . Tom Mangogna, executive director and a Washington University
alumnus, says of the public offender, "We have punished him, warehoused him, and forgotten about
him. We have not helped nor rehabilitated him. Indeed, in most cases, we have made him worse."
Now, with the leadership of a professional staff largely Washington University-trained, Magdala's
innovative program offers a new beginning to many men and women who have been long neglected.

By DOROTHEA WOLFGRAM

MAGDALA:

A New Beginning

the American system of criminal
justice is under fire. Attica, the Supreme Court de
cision on the death p en alty, prison reforms in almost ev
ery state of the Union, are the stuff of daily headlines ,
television documentaries, magazine articles , books, movies,
congressional investigations.
In this movement, Magdala Foundation of St. LOllis
seems an infinitesimal effort : its yearly maximum capacity
for in-rcsident "clients" is llO . But Magdala Foundation
is not only in this movement; it is on the cutting edge.
Even its smallness is significant.
Magdala Foundation, a non-profit, private organization,
operates two community-based treatment centers for adult
public offenders. Its women's residence in South St. Louis
was opened in Sep tember, 1966; in April, 1971 , its opera
tion was extended to a men's residence in an area known
as the Near North Side. Its purpose is to serve the com
munity and the offenders by prOVIding a comprehensive
program of rehabilitation for criminals.
Perhaps the best description of both the underlying
concept and the operation of Ma gdala's program is con
tained in the summary recommendations of the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration
of Criminal Justice. In 1967, it reported:
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C ROSS THE NATION

The general underlying premise for the new direc
tions in corrections is that crime and delinquency are
symptoms of failures and disorganization of the commu
nity as well as of individual offenders. . . . The task of
corrections therefore includes building OJ' rebuilding
solid ties between offender and community, integrating
or reintegrating the offender into community life-re
storing family ties, ob taining employment and educa
tion, securing in the larger sense a place for the offend
er in the routine functioning of society. This requires
not only efforts directed towa rd changing the individual
Magdala bega n in 1966 in this old mansion on once-fashionable
L afayette Square. F or more than two years, Sally Franzmann, MSW 66,
directed the organization's women's house.

offender, which has been almost the exclusive focus of
rehabilitation, but also mobilization and change of the
community and its institutions . . ..
This report envisions such basic changes as construc
tion of a wholly new kind of correctional institution for
general use. This would be architecturally and method
ologically the antithesis of the traditional fortress-like
prison, physicall y and psychologically isolated from the
larger society and serving primarily as a place of ban
ishment. It would be small and fairly informal in struc
ture. Located in or near the population center from
which its inmates came, it would permit flexible use of
community resources, both in the institution and for in
mates released to work or study or spend shOIt periods
of time at home. Its closest existing models are some of
the residential cen ters developed in special juvenile
treatment programs, and the halfway houses that have
been developed in a number of communities for re
leased prisoners.
This type of institution would perform many func
tions. It would receive newly committed inmates and
carry out extensive screening and classification with
them. For those who are not returned quickly to com
munity treatment, the new institutions would provide
short-term, intensive treatment before placing them in
the community under appropriate supervision. Still oth
er offenders, after careful diagnosis, would be sent to
the higher custody facilities required for long-term con
finement of more difficult and dangerous inmates. But
they might be eventuaIIy returned to the small facility
as a port of re-entry to the community.
Magdala's centers closely fit the commission's model,
and although the report was written nearly six years ago,
there are few such centers for adul t offenders in the Unit
ed States today. Although Magdala is not formally con
nected to \Vashington University, three of six of its mas
ter's-level staff members are graduates of George Warren
3

W'U alumni Ed Koslin (second

frOID

right) and Dennis Schneider (third
from left), who clirect the men's
house, join other staIf for a few
minutes away from the resident"

Brown School of Social "York, severa l alumni serve 011 its
board and advisory co uncil, and man y social work stu
dents from the Univers ity do practical fi eld work at its
houses .
Magdala's executive director, Tom Mangogna, MSW
70, explains the need which Magdala tries to meet: "It has
taken us a long time to learn that our punitive approach
to offenders is helping to create a high rate of recidi
vism among them. W e take them out of a community
in which they have encountered problems and put them
into an isol ated, insulated situation, Years later, we give
them twenty-five d ollars and a suit of clothes, say, 'Go,
make a new life,' and send them back less equipped than
before they left to handle th e problems that got them into
trouble.
"But there hasn't b een a cohesive community-based sys
tem for handling adult offenders. Most social and reha
bilitative age ncies don't want the public offender because
th e agencies feel inadequate to deal with their multiple
problems. They are the toughest cases; the success rate is
low. They are (Ufficult to place in employment and more
difficult to keep there.
"The offender, particularly one who has been institu
tionalized, does h ave an em ployment problem. He prob
ably doesn't have any skills, he doesn't know how to ap
proach an employer, how to get up on time, how to re
spond to a supervisor, how to resolve differences with
other employees in a constmctive fashion, and , man y
times, he doesn't want to work.
"So you can't offer him just employment service; yo u
have to start with ve ry bask things. You have to deal with
his emotional, personal, and social problems. Most of the
time, he needs every kind of service the family, the school,
the community, offer and he needs this service in th e
realistic setting where he's going to have to make it on his
own.
"That's why we're here," he said, gesturing out of the
second-story window in a neighborhood of mn-down flats
and housing projects, "\;Ve have to help them to learn to
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cope here, and we have tu teach them to plug into the
community services tha t are here."
Magdala's program, which is funded by th e fed eral gov
ernmen t throu gh state agencies , consists of an in-residence
clientele who remain at the houses by direction of the
court for up to six months, an after-care program in which
the former resident is followed in the community for an
other six months, and an out-client program for ex-of
fenders in the community. The heart of the program is the
residence period. "We offer an al ternative life style," says
Ed Koslin , AB 68, MSW 70, director of the men's house .
"These guys may neve r have learned to cope without get
tin g into trouble, or they may have had that ability pro
grammed out of them by institutionalization."
that institu tionalization takes away from
inm ates the abiliti es to make a decision and to predict
the consequences of an act. It is these abilities, ~vragdala
tries to restore. \;Vithin the houses, "programming" is a
slang term for actions following the prison code: Do your
time; do what the man says; don't snitch; get out. The
only game is to figure out what th e new man expects of
you. They ask, "Wh at do you wan t?" The answer at Mag
dala inevitably is, "We wan t you to think for yourself,
man. You make a decision; yo u live by the consequences
of your action; you be responsible. We're not going to
continue to be your keeper."
Another Magdala slang term, "state-raised youth," suc
cinctl )' describ es many of its participants, who have pro
gressed from childhood through the state correctional sys
tem. No one a t th e men's hOllse asks, "What's BoonviU e
(state training school for boys) ur Algoa (s tate men's inter
mediate reformatory)?" Boonville, Missouri Hills, Algoa,
Moberly, Jefferson C ity, are the " them" who've been op
posed to "us" most of our lives.
The pattern of previous trouble with the law and of
broken or troubled homes-where one or both p arents are
alcoholics or dmg users, where fa thers ha ve long prison
records, wh ere brothers have the same-is typical of most
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MAGDALA

Tom Mangogna, MSW 70, took his
master's degree at Washington
University while he continued to
run Magdala as full-time
exeCLl tive director.

of the 17- to 25-year-old males who enter the men's house
and many of the women of all ages who inhabit the wom
en's residence.
Ed talks of some typical residents, using fictitious
names: "Childhood training for Dale consisted of not get
ting in the way. He's 21 and he can't read or write. Al
len's background is that he was reared by his grandmother
in the St. Louis housing projects. His juvenile offenses be
gan at age 11. By 16, he was taking heroin. When he
came here, paroled from Algoa, he was programming. Re
cently he's begun to get more involved. He and our psy
chologist have begun regular therapy to work out some of
his personal problems."
When Tom was considering opening a men's house, he
found that there were 900 men between the ages of 17
and 25 on probation or parole on the streets of St. Louis's
ninth police district. The population of the men's house
must be limited to this age group. The women's resi
dence, however, serves a much broader age population
and a far greater geographic region. As Tom points out,
"A woman has to work a lot harder to go to prison," The
women's house takes many women from the Federal Bu
reau of Prisons, an arrangement which the men's residence
is just entering. Women are sent to the house as federal,
as well as state, probationers, parolees, or actual prisoners.
"The Federal criminal corrections system is far ahead
of the state's," says Sally Franzmann, MSW 66, who di
rected the women's house for two years prior to Septem
ber. "For some time, federal judges have taken the option
of using Magdala for what is called a split sentence. 'Ve
are just beginning to see state judges doing the same. U n
der this sentence, a woman serves up to six months at
Magdala, then, with the director's recommendation, she
is put on probation. vVithout an institution such as Mag
dala, the judge probably would have no choice but to
send her to a federal prison."
Magdala's in-house program is designed as a series of
levels, each attained by exhibiting more responsible and
socially acceptable behavior and accompanied by more

freedom. After an initial period of house confinement for
evaluation, a resident is expected to work through one of
the temporary employment agencies as well as take classes
and job training as applicable. A resident "pays" for room
and board from eamings or from a training stipend and
is expected to put some money in a savings account
opened by Magdala in his name. If Magdala is paid a per
diem by the state or federal government, rent money is
put into savings accounts.
ROM THE MOMENT a resident crosses Magdala's thresh
old, he is responsible for his own behavior. There are
no locks, no guards. Rules regulating comings and goings
and individual behavior rely on self-discipline and peer
group pressure. The ultimate consequence of failure to per
form satisfactorily at Magdala is expulsion from the pro
gram. That grave threat seems to be respected by all. To a
great extent, residents are also self-governing. Almost every
week night, Ed or his assistant director, Dennis Schneider,
MSW 71, and their counterparts at the women's house
lead what residents call "groups."
"Tonight, I'm going to start with my problem," said Ed
opening the session. He sat on the edge of a worn sofa in
the men's house living room, clipboard on his knees, ad
dressing eight men, who slouched back in their seats.
They were draped, almost to a man, in studied positions
of indifference.
''I'm depressed. I walked into this house tonight and it's
a pigsty. We talked about Luella (cook and housekeeper )
being sick. Everybody agreed to pitch in to keep the
place in order. So now what? It just makes me feel help
less."
"How come I'm on restriction?" was the first response.
Jim McGinnis, a 'VU social work student training at
Magdala, said, "Because your room's a mess. The bed's not
even made."
"Christ," swore the y~ung man. "I just got off restriction
(confinement to the house during free time). Have a
heart."
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The men's house , fh·e minutes from
downtown St. Louis, is next door to
Grace Hill Settlement House, one of
the oldes t urban missions in th e
Middle West.

"Anybody feel sony for Matt?" askE'c1 Ed. Only Ma tt re
sp onded with a sonata of self-pity. No one told him to
shut up. They sat b ack pass ivel y to let him perform. There
see med to be a tacit agreement that night to let the ses
sion drift. Discouraged b y the indifference, Ed said la ter,
" It isn't often like this. :Most nights are mildl y p roducti ve;
some times everybody seems to catch fire. Those nights are
worth wo rkin g for."
Ed fin all y asked, "\Vho made your bed when you we re
a kid , Matt? Your mother do it?"
"Na," sniggered Matt "My m other neVE'r made beck
They never go t made. \Vhen my sister was old enough, I
paid her a quarter a week to do it for me."
"Even in the pen they make your bed and wash yo ur
clothes," chimed in another.
"That right?" Ed asked, address ing everyone. They
agreed. "Well, not here," he said. "Rick we nt to work at
six, but his bed's mad e. H ow long did it take you, Rick?
Five minutes?"
"To make a bed, you kidding? One, maybe two min
utes."
"All right, yo u gu ys who aren't on restriction, yo u de
cide. What's fair? You bother. You ca re. H e doesn't seem
to. Should we le t him off restriction?"

T

HE ANSWEII came, but in the form of silence. The re
striction stood. The subject changed to sign out proce
dures. Sam had several times failed to sign out upon leav
ing, as required.
"I was late. The cab was waiting. I didn't think it mat
tereel. E ver)'body knows I go to work at 6." The group d e
cided he should try to follow house procedure in the fu
ture.
"Now," said Ed, "Here's T ony's sign out. ' 10 /5
around; 10/ 6-paradise; 1017, heaven; 10/8, purga
t ory; 10/ 9, Pfzzzzzz.''' E veryone laughed, including the
young man of the Dantesque destinations.
"It tells you as much as 'o ut: ane! that's where I was go
ing- no place in p articul ar," he offered.
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"But durin g the week, you got to be going some place
like ochool or job hunting or the doctor," corrected Jim.
Tony shrugged , "I didn't know that. I was just go ing
out. I thou ght it might make you sm ile," he sa id to E d .
Ed was n't am used . H e asked what sho uld be done and
several voices sa id , "Forget it," so the misdemeanor was
dismissed with a reprimand.
A social wOlk studen t asked if anyo ne had seen his
tape reco rder. "Wh at, you lose it?" severa l asked . When,
whe re, had it been locked up?
From out of the blue, Al asked, "An ybod y in here for
not going to church?" No one respon ded . H e asked again.
"Come on now, AI," said Tony. "You know none of us
has got anything to do with church ."
"That's what I mean ," sa id AI. "\;Ye're all thieves. You
don't lock som ethin g up, you deserve to lose it."
"\Vhat I can't understand is that yo u rip off each other,"
sa id Bob Schlitt, director of the wo men's residence, to th e
ten yo ung women assembled in the dinin g roo m.
"A in't but on e of us ever steals from the others. Every
body knows that," said Susan. "Sara's like a sister to me;
so's Julie tte. They can ha ve an ythin g I got. L ots of us like
that. Just one of us steals."
"You accuoing me," snapped an animated you ng wom
an. " Wh y I've been good, oh, so good for so long. I want
to ge t out of here. I've go t a baby and a good man. I've
bee n nothin' but good and yo u can't prove otherwise."
"S he didn't acc use you," said Sister Mary Ann, part
time cou nselor at the wo men's house. "All anyb od v said
is that yo u we re one of three people in th e house d uring
the tim e the suit was stolen. So, Gloria, what do yo u wa nt
to do abo ut yo ur loss?"
"I wa nt to be paid," she sa id unreasonably, hut settled
later for a search of everyone's room with the owner pres
ent. The small partitioned private rooms 0 11 the second
and third flo ors of the old mansion were imm acula te. It
was Friday, and one requirement for a p ass was a clean
roo m.
"She know s she's not going to find anything," Sister said

MAGDALA

Magdala's houses are therapeu tic
communities where contact among
residents and with staff is constan t.
Dennis sits with residents awaitin g
slipper call.

later. "She got picked up by the police and held overnight.
When the girls found out, two of them went up to collect
her things and lock them up, but when she got back we
realized a suit was missing, They had their own meeting
and put th e whole house on res tri ction for a week, but
they all know who took it and th at it's out of here. That
was just an ac t of frustration,"
One by one, mos t of the women came into the office
wearing coa ts. Sister Mary Ann checked their points, ac
cumulated during th e week for working, job hunting, job
training, and good behavior, to determine who had earned
the night ou t or an ovemight.
Cou nselors say th at unlike the men's house, where feel
in gs tend to smolder, wo men res idents flair up over trivial
thin gs like use of someone else's hairspray , "I wish the
men were more open," Eel sa id .
"No," sa id Tom . "Their tempers are too violent and
they're afra id the y ha ven't got control of them, Tradition
::111 v, when they get mad, people get hurt. Mood swings
at th e wome n's house are much greater, but that's not an
indica tion of mental health. \Ve've fou nd the women are
more severely emotionally disturbed than the men. "
Magdala elects to work wi th those who
seem to be almost beyond help, he an swers, "They
need us most. F or them, there is no one else, if not Mag
dala," It is an answer heard frequently from the staff,
Bob Schlitt, a gradua te of the University of Missouri
who took over direction of the women's house when Sally
left, explains the sta ff's therapy approach. "\Ve are inter
es ted more in behavior than in attitudes. vVe evaluate be
havior by its standard in the "real world," for our resi
dents the "outside world," If you work all week, you get
to play on weekends, If yo u lea rn to discipline yourself to
b ehavior that is sociall y accep table, you get more freedom
and vou even tu ally get out. In dealing with emotions, we
want to teach resid ents how to h andle their feelings and
to vent th em accep tably, \'Vhen the pressures in this house
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build up, I have to brin g feelings out in grou p therapy
and try to teach them to handle them with out violence,"
i'vIen come to Magda la und er conviction of armed rob
bery, assault, manslau ghter, burglary, an d a long list of
other felonies. In contrast, a great majority of the women
have been convicted on some money matter- writing bad
checks, stealing from mailboxes , stea lin g welfare checks
although some have been charged with assault or other vi
olent crimes. Convictions and sentencing on charges of
prostitution alone are rare today.
h eavily upon oth er suppo rtive facili
ties of the metropolitan area , Many inmates undergo
treatment for alcoholism, narcotics addiction, or psychiatric
problems at state h ospitals or other centers as a par t of the
therapy program. Magdala also makes heavy use of avail
able vocational training program s.
To male res idents, the ability to ea rn money and to save
money is a prime indicator of the ability to succeed on the
streets, for most know no hones t way to earn enough t o
live outside, For the women, earn ing mone y is a fin al ste p
in dissolvin g dependency upon males w hich, in mos t
cases, contributed to the ir origin al crime.
Unlike the new model institution described b y the Pres
ident's commission , Magd ala does not serve as a de tention
center for testin g and evaluation of newly committed in
mates, The need for its rehabilitative program is too great.
The feelin g of all involved that ~"Iagdala's progra m will
succeed is still a pass ionate hope, not an es tablished sta
tistical fact. Yet, if the program has major shortcomin gs,
it is in trying to do too mu ch for too many, in being will
ing to take chances and make mistakes in the face of a
slim chance of SLl ccess, in being a great believer in the hu
manity of its clients,
. Not infrequ ently in a period of depression a resident
will say, "Send me back. I'd rath er be in prison." To
which someone on ce replied, "Man, what you saying, I
knew you at Moberly . You was nobody."
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Lucius Jefferson Barker, Edna Fischel Gellhorn University Professor of Public Affairs and Professor
of Political Science, is a specialist on public law and the judicial process. The author of a recently
completed study on "The Supreme Court from Warren to Burger: Implications for Black Americans
and the Political System," he is deeply concerned with the problems of minorities in the United States
today. Dr. Barker expects to incorporate his treatise on the Court into a book which will attempt to
determine if blacks and other minorities can resolve their problems within the present American
framework of government.

By DOROTHY BROCKHOFF

LUCIUS BARKER
portrait of a political scientist

O

SOUTHERN UNIVERSlTY'S Baton Rouge campus in
the mid-fifties they were irreverently referred to by
their students as Dr. Barker Number One and Dr. Barker
Number Two . "They" were the Barker brothers, Lucius
and Twiley, both of them political scientists with the same
area of specialization, public law and the judicial process .
The matter of which was Hertz and which was Avis at the
time was something the Barkers never resolved, and it is
still the subject of good-natured bantering between the
two.
Nowadays, in academic circles at least, it is easier to tell
them apart, separated as they are by about three hundred
miles . Twiley W. Barker, Jr., the older of the two by three
years, is a professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago
Circle, while Lucius J. Barker serves as Edna Fischel Gell
horn University Professor of Public Affairs and Professor
of Political Science at Washington University.
It is the younger and more slightly built of the sibling
scholars, of course, who is profiled here, although under
standably now and again Twiley Barker will reappear not
only because, on occasion , he still works in tandem with
his Washington University counterpart, but also because
the two complement each other much as Ira did George
or Orville, Wilbur.
At forty-four, Lucius Jefferson Barker is in his prime,
and he looks it. About five foot nine, he seems taller as he
sits at his desk in the new Social Sciences building. A lean
man with no trace of middle-aged flabbiness, his style in
haberdashery is Brooks Brothers rather than rumpled
N
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tweeds, and his manner at first meeting is formal and pre
cisely correct. He is, as one of his closest friends summed
it up, dignified, a word rarely used in these days of stud
ied and often phony casualness, but he is not stuffy.
Neither is he severe. But he is serious. Lucius Barker
is a concerned man. He does not view this planet on
which we live as the best of all possible worlds, and he
says so candidly with measured deliberateness. Dr. Barker,
in short, does not give answers to difficult questions off the
top of his head . And he is impatient of those who do. A
man of many responsibilities who must husband his time
carefully to conserve enough hours for p ainstaking re
search, Lucius Barker loses his cool when a speaker or vis
itor comes ill-prepared.
He himself says that the key to his character is "thor
oughness." What he means by thoroughness is meticulous
preparation. "I try to look at a subject from as many as
pects as possible before I zero in on it," he explained. This
determination to give his best applies to his classroom pro
cedure, where he uses a lecture-discussion technique, as
well as to his writing and research, which was absorbing
most of his waking hours late last fall when this article
was being prepared.
TIME, Dr. Barker was on leave for the semester
to pursue his scholarly investigations. One result,
finished at Thanksgiving, was a voluminously footnoted,
searching, and occasionally searing commentary on "The
Supreme Court from Warren to Burger: Implications for
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Bl ack Americans and the Pol itica l Sys tem." E ventually, it
will be incorporated into a book-l ength stud y in which Dr.
Ba rke r pla ns to discuss the p roble ms a nd prospects for
bl acks to achieve bas ic policy objecti ves within the politi
ca l sys tem as it prese ntl y ope ra tes.
Although Dr. Barker prefers to hole up a t home to do
mos t of his writing, ev ide nce of his immedi ate preoccupil
tion was omnipresent in his spartan Unive rsity office . Pads
of legal-size yellow paper on which he scribbles his draft
in pe ncil ("so I can erase") were hea ped on a chair. Near
b y was a gray manual typewriter for tran scribing. "M y
handwriting is so bad," Dr. Barker confessed with a grin,
"th at if I don't type my notes up almost immediately I
can't decipher them."

D

n. B ARKER IS given to such self-d eprecia ti ve revelations,
all of them deli ve red good-n a turedly and usually with
a disarming smile or chuckle. The abili ty to laugh at himself
is the leavening agent which saves him, as one who knows
him b est expressed it, "from bein g grim ." H e is no back
slap pin g jester, but neither is he, as his broth er T wiley
Barker aptly observed , "dour." Tha t Lu ciu s Barker is able
to m aintain his equilibrium is a tri bute to his spirit, b e
cause he is one of those wh o views wi th alarm, to put it
m ildly, what is happenin g in Ame rica today.
Lucius Barker's convictions an d hi s fears for this coun
try revolve around the Supreme Court. Together he and
his brother Twiley Barker h ave w ritten two books, Free
dom s, Cowts, Politics: Studies in Civil Libelties (recently
revised ) and Civil Liberties and the Constitution: Cases
and Comme ntaries ( now in th e process of b eing revised ),
which establish their compe te nce in the fi eld of judicial
politics. More especiall y, they a re authorities on the Su
preme Court and are able to refer easily a nd eloquently
to such la ndmark cases as the now-famous 1954 Brown vs.
t he Board of Edu ca tion of T opeka e t aI. , which pro
cl aimed, as the Barkers themselves have summed it up,
"that segregated educa tional faci lities are inherently un 
equal and are thus viola ti ve of the Fourteenth Amend
m ent."
In their view, the co urts, and especially the United
Sta tes Supreme Court, have b een major agents in effectin g
revolutionary change in this coun try during the fifties and
sixties "with Congress and the President joining in the ef
fort." The initial impetus, howeve r, came from the courts,
and Lucius Ba rke r never fa ils to stress tha t point. "It was
th e Supreme Court," he sa id rece ntl y, "which did a lot to
socialize the issue of race, tha t is , to publicize and give
it a high place on th e na tion's age nda."
"One wonders," he added, "w he ther or not the Congress
or anybody else would have add ressed this issue we re it
no t for the Supreme Court." In m aking this stateme nt,
Lucius Barker empha sized tha t he w as talking about the
vVan en Court. No one is more aware than Dr. Barker that
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in ea rlie r days the Supreme Court was not alwavs in the
vang ua rd of social change.
Bu t Lu cius Barker pointed out tha t Preside nt Nixon's
recent appOi ntm e nt of four "strict cons truc tionists" to the
Su preme Court not only profoundly ch anged th e composi
tion of wha t was the \Varren Court b ut also its outlook.
In the opening pa ragra ph of his recentl y comple ted stud y,
ca lleel he re fo r brevity "The Supre me Court from \ Vanen
to Burger," D r. Barker stated : "The \ Va rre n Court was
gene rall y pictured as supportin g the interes ts of black
Ame ricans . Tod ay, howe ve r, this image of the Supreme
Co urt is fas t faeling."
I n his analys is, Dr. Barker cites chap ter an el verse of re
cent p ro noun cements by the Supreme Court in su pport of
the la tter conviction. He contends that th e \Van'en Court
"b rought to the surface and attempted to overcome" the
fac t th at "a large segment of th e Ame rica n population,
m ainl y blacks but many others, were not adequately rep
resented in the political system." On the bas is of the re
view included in his manuscrip t, he conclud ed th at th e
BlIrger Court "is unlikely to perform this fu nction either
as to its na ture or extent." The problem fo r blacks, he
wa rned , "is not how to forge new cha nges through li tiga
tion, but rather how to prevent the 'chippin g a way' of
changes alread y ga ined. "
It is this situ a tion. which probably troubles Lu ciu s Bar
ker mos t. Now minorities would seem to have no place to
go for a hea ring of their grievances, which is why Lucius
Barker foresees mounting tension a nd fru stra tion. With
sllch conditions, he does not rule out the possibility of new
riots and ever-increasing turmoil.
Such consequences, he fears , woul d in ev itably lead to
grea ter rigidity in the American political sys tem and ulti
mately to rep ression given, as he p uts it, "the politics of
the seventies." For this reason , h e explain ed , "I am verv
pessimistic about the future."
onl y exacerba ted Dr. Barker's feel
ing of gloomin ess ab out the outlook for the United
States . H e is deepl y troubled because h e sees a resurgen ce
of white racism, attributable in pa rt at leas t, in his opinion,
to Pres ident Nixon's position on b using and his rem arks
abo ut those on relief anel the need to trim the welfare
rolls. Dr. Barker sees words such as b using and welfare as
code te rms because he is convinced that people identify
them with blacks even though ma ny whites use buses to
ge t to school for purely geograp hical reasons and thou
sands of poor whites are d epend en t on th e government for
the ir d aily bread .
In a newspaper article p ublished sho rtl y after the elec
tion, columnist An thony L ewis ca me to the same conclu
sion. "Apa rt from the im age of the candid a tes," he wro te,
"the mos t important [fac tor ] was race. No one likes to say
so; the whole of election n ight wen t b y with hardl y a
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word on television. But the fact is th at many white Ameri
cans feel themselves threatened by black people, and th ey
think Richard Nixon is the man to keep down the threa t."
That Lucius Barker should be especially sens iti ve to
racism is quite understandab le. He was born and reared
in the D eep South. The so n of parents b oth of whom
we re educators, Lucius Barker, like his two brothers and
th ree sisters, grew up in the small to wn of Franklinton in
\Vashin gton Parish, Louisian a. H e still has family there- a
yo unger broth er, Bringier, who wa s personally in volved
in the integration of the \Vas hin gton P arish schools- and
an elderly mother who still worries abou t her brood.
The Barker offspring all went to segrega ted schools. In
deed, Lucius Barker did not attend a so-ca lled mixed insti
tution until it was time for him to enter graduate school.
Because LouisiallJ. had no separate faciliti es for blacks
who wanted to study for advanced degrees, he was then
aW[lrded a scholarship to study outside th e state at the
universi ty of his choice, Illinois, wh ere he ea rn ed both his
maste r's and doctoral degrees.
Dr. Barker recalled that as a youngs ter
growing up in the South he fe lt a sense of dissa ti sfac tion
with segrega tion, which he viewed as "being based on
second-class citizenship ." But these we re laten t fee lings ,
he explained , largely unexpressed ulltil leaders like Martin
Luther King and others came along. "Pe rhaps most impor
tan t, there we re control s," h e added. "All governmen tal
in stitution s in the South, includin g law en forcement agen
cies (ano ther name for p oli ce), were in the hands of
whites. And at the time , these instituti ons even enjoyed
the support of the Supreme Court."
In th e Barker household it was simply taken for granted
that each child would go as far in school as he possibly
could. But Dr. Barker reminisced, "It rankl ed th at we
weren't able to choose between earn in g an advanced de
gree in Louisiana or somewhere else. Given th e chOice, I,
[I t least, would certainly have opted for an ou t-sta te
school, but we were not permitted to make a choice."
All of the Barker clan acquired a good education, but
a number of their friend s were not so for tunate. "That is
something I think about all the time," Dr. B[lrker confided.
"I rememher all the reall y good black stud en ts in high
school who had to drop out along the way b eca use of lack
of support. There were many who could ha ve made it,
and I really mean this, if they h ad had the right kind of
backing. I think they had some resources w hi ch reall y
could have been developed. "
This theme of the tra gic waste of talen ted human be
ings because of racial reasons is one that haunts Dr.
Barker. It reoccurred in a searching speech which he de
livered in Washington University's Grah am Chapel in No
vem ber, 1970. In a sharply-worded rebuke of higher edu
cation for its color bias, Dr. Barker sa id: "It is a sad com
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mentary that somehow before the mid- 1960's very few
academicians concerned themse lves with why it was that
only white minds-or to put it another way-very few
black minds-were bein g culti va ted, being sharpened ....
Because of this failure, we h ave no \vay of knowing how
many young black children of yes terday might now at this
point be produ cing scholars; we have no way of knowing
how many barriers to kno wledge they might now have
broken ."
Dr. Barker speaks b luntly, but not bitterly. He does not
talk .\jke a fi ercely angry man, but he does sound like an
impatient one . In Graham Chapel, he spoke out eloquent
ly. "In shor t," he sa id, " [there are ] lots of signs of change,
lots of recommend ations for actions, and even lots of good
intentions, but little ch ange itself. " This condition he al
luded to as the "dynamic sta tus quo," nnd it is something
which also disturbs him deeply.
It has been over two yea rs since Dr. Barker delivered
his message in the chapel, bu t he continues to see little
progress. "In some ways ," he commented recently, "I think
that the divisions in our society, though they may not be
manifested openly, are even deeper than they have been.
I feel that the gaps in term s of things that affect blacks as
compared with the advan tages which are given whites are
getting larger rather than smaller."
Dr. Barker, when expressing himself on these iss ues , ar
gues paSSionately for change. But nowadays he believes
tha t he can more effectively demonstrate the need for such
change as a scholar- critic, ra ther than as a political ac
ti vist. "Of course, I still keep in touch with practical poli
tics," he explained , "but wi th limited time, one hns to set
priorities. "
a period (1956-67) , while teaching at the
University of vVisconsi n in Milwaukee, when he felt
somewhat differently. At that tim e he was very busy in
politics as a member of the executi ve council of the Mil
waukee Democrati c party. Dr. Barker was particularly ac
tive in the 1960 presidential campaign, when he helped
spark a registration drive designed to further the cause of
John F. Kennedy. A treasured souvenir of those days is a
framed, personally [lutographed photograph of the late
President Kennedy which Dr. Ba rker proudly displays on
a filin g cabinet near his desk in his University office.
Dr. Barker's wide acquaintancesh ip with vVisconsin
Democratic politi cians stood him in good stead when the
Eagle ton Institute of Politi cs at Rutgers, in cooperation
with the Nat iona l Center for Edu ca tion in Politics, award
ed him a Na tiona l Convention Faculty Fellowship in 1960
to attend the D emocratic Nntiona l Convention. Out of this
experience came a succin ct arti cle by Dr. Barker on the
\Visconsin delegation , <vhich was incorporated in a b ook
of observations by twenty-two other scholars who received
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identical stipends to study the politic al conventions of
1960.
Dr. Barker looks back on these expe riences with obvi
ous satisfaction because he firmly believes that they add ed
to his dimension as a teacher. "I gained an understandin g
of political phenomena which I otherwise would not have
had," he explained. As a teacher he is something of a phe
nomenon himself. Three times, while at the University of
vVisconsin, he received pres tigious awmds for his teaching
abilities. At 'W ashington University, his talent as an edu
cator has also earned him wide accl aim. In the most re
cent "Course Evaluation Booklet," compiled by students
in the Coll ege of Arts and Sciences, his civil liberties class
was rated "definitely wo rth taking," and a majority
thought him "fabulous."
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l-IESE F ACTS one learns only from his curriculum vita.
Dr. Barker is not one to point with pride except at
oth ers. But what makes him such an excellent teacher? His
brother Twiley Barker and Jack W. Peltason, his mentor as
a graduate student and now the chancellor of the University
of Illin ois, both agree that first and foremost "he knows his
subject matter." Equ ally important, according to Twiley
Barker, is Lucius Barker's enthusiasm for his subject. And,
adds his brother, "Lucius knows how to maintain a lively
class. Students hate dull courses. Lucius and I both have
a no-nonsense approach in the classroom , but we both
realize that there is a kind of chemistry be tween student
and teacher which lets the student know that the teacher
is concerned about him as an individual. 'Ve both live by
this." Perhaps Chancellor Peltason summed it up b est
when he observed, "Lucius Barker is a Ciynamic, knowl
edgeable, decent person and these qualities comes
through to people."
In the mid-sixties, when he won a coveted fellowship
to Halva rd Law School, designed to improve his teaching
and resea rch through a year's study of law, Dr. Barker
temporarily gave up his classroom responsibilities. H e
looks back on his Cambridge days nostalgically, and adds
that he thinks he did his best piece of research on "Third
Parties in Litigation" while at Harvard.
"My wife, Maude," he said, "is convinced that Harvard
also taught me to think, because it was while I was there
that I became engaged and was married." The Barkers are
now the p arents of two young daughters .
Dr. Barker returned to Wisconsin in 1965 but left two
years later when his colleague Dr. Peltason became the
University of Illinois chancellor and picked him as his
alter ego. Officially, Dr. Barker was assistant to the
chancellor and then assistant chancellor during the two
years he worked with Dr. Peltason, but neither title ade
quately conveyed his importance at Champaign-Urbana.
"Every problem I dealt with," Chancellor Peltason ex
plained , "he dealt with . He was m y personal staff high-
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level man-the individu al whom I could talk to about
problems with complete co nfidence."
Chancellor Peltason is one of two teachers who has
helped to shape Lu ciu s Darker's destin y. The other educa
tor was a Southern Unive rsity political scientist, the late
Rodney C. Higgins. T o these two men and their own par
ents, the Barkers dedicated one of their books .
Dr. Barker's job at Illin ois was not an easy one. Those
were the days of campus uprisings and cons tant crises ,
and his working hours seldom ended at five o'clock. But
he had the stamina and, Chancellor P eltason noted, the
moral strength to bear all the pressures. "He tended to d e
fend what he thought was right in a given si tuation even
though it might make him subject to some kind of oppres
sion from both white and black bigotry," Chancellor Pelta
son recalled . "He had the courage to withsta nd the charge
of bein g an 'Uncle Tom,' or selling out to the establish
ment. "
Because of his warm and close association with Chan
cellor Peltason, it was difficult for Dr. Barker to leave Illi
nois, but when he was offered the newly established Gell
horn chair at Washington University in March of 1969,
he accepted. ''I'm one of those odd guys who really enjoys
and puts himself into th e three phases of academia . I love
teaching, I love research, an d I love administration. But,"
he explained in another con text, "I re ally feel that I can
make th e most valuable contribution and the best use of
my talents doing research on current problems and finding
ways to make these views known . I fe el that in this wa y
I can touch more people."
A top university administrator's job leaves no margin
for dedicated research. But as a professo r at Washington
University, he has time for the investi ga tive studies which
he b el ieves permit him to function most effectively. Com e
Jul y, he will take on added tasks as the chairman of the
University's Political Science Department. According to
a report prepared for the American Council on Educa tion ,
it is one of the rankin g departments in the country.
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the sort of man who thrives on wh at his
brother likes to call "a bang-bang ex istence. H e works
bes t under the press ure of deadlines," Twitey Barker ob
served. That these will occur "vith ever-increasing fre
quency in the months ahead is something that Dr. Barker
knows full well. He also knows himself. "Sometimes when
I'm writing and it is going really well, I can stay up all
night if necessary. At other times, when I hit a roadblock,
I usuall y stop, go to bed, then get an idea during the
night, and start writing again." With such powers of en
durance, it is easy to understand why Lucius Barker is un
troubled by the prospect of taking on new duties next
summer. "When the responsibility comes, I'll take it," he
concluded simply. After all, that is precisely what Dr.
Barker has been doin g all his life.
R . BARKER IS

REMEMBERING
ST. LOUIS
Dr. Arthur Proetz was one of Washington
University's most distinguished alumni and one
of its outstanding teachers and medical scientists.
He was also an enthusiastic and talented amateur
photographer, whose special subject was the City
of St. Louis and its people.
During his long and honored career as an
otolaryngologist, Dr. Proetz published many
scientific papers, but his favorite work was a small
volume of reminiscence in words and pictures,
"I Remember You, St. Louis." The book is
liberally illustrated with rare and evocative
photographs of St. Louis life from the turn of the
century until that day in 1917 when Dr. Proetz and
his fellow members of Army Base Hospital 21
from Washington University left St. Louis for
France, the war, and the end of an era.
As an undergraduate, Arthur Proetz, who was
editor of the student newspaper and wrote the
scores for the first three Quad Shows, seems to
have been in on everything that happened on
campus and recorded most of it on film. That

priceless record of early campus life is still only
a small part of the vast photographic history
Dr. Proetz left of his city and his University upon
his death in 1966.
Last December, a selection of some one hundred
photographs from that rich pictorial heritage went
on display at Washington University's Steinberg
Gallery. The historic photographic studies ranging in
time from the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair to a 1960
Municipal Opera performance, and in subject matter
from the Proetz family life through tornadoes and
air races to the Veiled Prophet's Ball. The exhibition
was produced by Herb Weitman with the
cooperation of Mrs. Proetz.
Reproduced here are a few of the outstanding
photographs Dr. Proetz took of his beloved city over
the span of years. On the flyleaf of his book, Dr.
Proetz summarizes his attitude toward
the city and the feelings that lay behind his
photographs, writing, iii remember you, St. Louis,
when you were only 126 years old. By the time you
were 150, I had developed quite a crush on you."

Dr. Arthur Proetz, AB 10, MD 12, otolaryngologist, civic leader, and photographer
extraordinary of the St. Louis scene, at the wheel of his 1919 Oldsmobile.

REMEMBERING ST. LOUIS

Jubilant freshmen haul down the sophomore flag in the
traditional class fight. The date is December 11, 1910.

Campus attire was a bit different in 1913. A pretty coed
poses for the camera in Brookings Quadrangle.

"Vw-ing Our first years at Washington University, one
affluent student aU/ned an automobile: an electric. It gave
the place an ai1', parked in front on the drive by the
steps . ... Everybody else got there on a streetcar: the
Kirkwood-Ferguson and the Clayton dinky. After humping
its way over the trestle by Garavelli's, the dinky bounced
out to the University."
Arthur Proetz in
I Remember You, St. Louis

Members of th e Class of 1910 gather in the Brookings archway to renew campll S
friend ships at th eir 1920 reunion.

CLASS OF
1910
REUNION
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Members of the Cl ass of 1910, "live wires" all, gather for their portrait at their tenth
reunion in 1920.
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i'vIembers of Washington University's Sigma Chi chapter and their dates at a 1910
picnic at "The Cedars" in St. Louis County.

Houseboating on the Mississippi was the sporting life at its most luxurious in 1910.
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Captain Baldwin astounds St. Louisans of 1909 by By"ing his Red Devil biplane first
over, then under the Eads Bridge.

Crowds su rround the puffing locomotive th at pulled the Liberty Bell through St. Louis
in 1915. En rOute from San Francisco, it paused on the Rock Island tracks at Delmar.

REMEMBERING ST. LOUIS

"\Vater spirits" adorn a Forest Park stage as part of the giant Pageant and Masque of
1914, held to celebrate the city's 150th birthday.

A City Club boat excursion of 1915 disembarks at the levee. Members of the band,
to a man, played in the St. Louis Symphony.

Scene in the city's west end in the wake of the great St. Louis tornado of
September 25, 1927.
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Above: \Vith three wings and four engines, this Army Barling Bomber was the biggest hit of the
1923 International Air Races at the St. Louis Fly ing Field. Overleaf: the jammed airport parking lot.

In 1923, a Paris art dealer sold a bronze statue of a horse to officials of the New York Metropolitan
Museum of Art who believed that the horse was possibly a classic work from the golden era of Greek
sculpture. The dealer said t~at the horse was found in a sunken ship off the coast of Tunisia in 1908.
At the time, the bronze sculpture seemed an unlikely candidate for the controversy that was to be
generated forty-four years later over its authenticity. It also would have seemed unlikely, if not in
credible, that eventually scientists in a laboratory for the study of lunar materials would prove that
the horse was of ancient origin. This article details how Washington University scientists played the
definitive role in 1972 in vindicating the controversial bronze horse.

The IS-inch tall bronze sculpture which was authenticated by thermoluminescence-dating in the
Laboratory for Space Physics. Measurements of ceramic COre material from the horse show that
it is not a modern forgery as charged but was made between 2000 and 4000 years ago.

VINDICATION OF THE
BRONZE HORSE
By ROGER SIGNOR

FIFTEEN-INCH tall bronze horse purchased in
1923 by the Metropolitan Museum of Art of
New York enjoyed the reputation for many years as
one of the finest ancient bronze sculptures in ex
istence. The horse was used extensively as a superb
example of classical Greek bronze sculpture, and
illustrations of it were published in numerous vol
umes, including the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
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In 1967, however, observations about the horse's
construction were offered as evidence that the
sculpture was a forgery: that it was perhaps only
fifty years old instead of the original estimate of
2400 years. The once-treasured statute was with
drawn from public exhibition at the Museum .
The results of the most recent tests and observa
tions now establish that the horse was made in an
cient times. The definitive evidence that the horse
was manufactured in antiquity comes from critical
dating tests done at Washington University's Lab
oratory for Space Physics. Laboratory tests of min
erals from the horse's ceramic core indicate that it
is between 2000 and 4000 years old.
Joseph V. Noble, former vice chairman of the Metro
politan Museum, had claimed in 1967 that the horse
was of recent manufacture on the basis of various
observations, which included these findings : 1) the
presence of an iron armature in the core of the
statue and 2) a mold line which circumscribed the
surface of the horse. In 1967, it was believed that
casting techniques involving metal armatures were
not known to the Greeks. But, recent examinations
of a number of art objects of unquestioned authen
ticity showed several clear examples of this tech
nique. In addition, the mold line on the horse
(which if real would indicate a modern sandcasting
technique not known in ancient times) was found to
be a superficial line in wax on the surface of the
bronze which apparently was produced by recent
reproduction casts made of the horse. These and
other observations by Museum officials have been
detailed in a report to dispel the 1967 findings.
These data do not in themselves prove that the
horse is genuine. The question always may be posed

that an ingenious forger could have imitated ancient
techniques. As a result, a thorough technical exam
ination of the horse was organized in 1970 by
Miss Kate C. Lefferts and Dr. Pieter Meyers of
the Metropolitan Museum, Professor Lawrence J.
Majewski of New York University, and Dr. Edward
V. Sayre of New York University and Brookhaven
National Laboratory. This study included examina
tion of the horse's internal structure (by radiog
raphy), the composition of the metal and of the
clay core, and the corrosion products. The exam
ination showed that the horse was cast by the
" lost wa x process," a process known in ancient
times. Although the structure, composition, and
condition of the horse were consistent with ancient
methods of manufacture, this further data could
not be offered as absolute proof that the horse is
ancient. It still could be an excellent modern for
gery; a definitive dating test would have to be done
to establish the horse as an ancient work of art.
HE PROOF of the horse 's authenticity was based
on research by Washington University's Dr. David
Zimmerman, senior research associate, and Mar
jorie Yuhas, a physi cs graduate student. Their work
was supported by a National Science Foundation
grant to the Laboratory of Space Physics, which is
directed by Dr. Robert M. Walker, McDonnell Pro
fessor of Physics. The scientists devised a new vari
ation of a standard archeological dating technique
called thermoluminescence. (Actually, the phenome
non of thermoluminescence-which simply means
light emission given off by heated crystalline ma
terials-was first reported in 1663 by the famous
scientist Robert Boyle, who did a simple experiment
with a large diamond. He reported to England's
Royal Society that the diamond:
being rubb'd
upon my cloaths . . . did in the dark manifestly
shine like rotten wood, or the scales of whitings,
or other putrified fish . . . much fainter than the
light of a glow-worm ...." )
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The very fa int I ight given off when min ute crysta I
samples are heated-as in the case of the bronze
horse-is measured very precisely today by an
extremely sensitive laboratory detector call a photo
23

Graduate student Marjorie Yuhas and senior research associate David Zimmerman did tests
to authenticate the bronze horse. Several of the techniques used were developed by the
space physics group's work on lunar sa mpl es returned to earth by the Apollo astronauts.

VINDICATION OF THE
BRONZE HORSE
multiplier tube. This is the device used by Wash
ington University space scientists in thermolumi
nescence studies of lunar crystal materials. During
the past two years, a group of these scientists
has been very active in developing the application
of this technique to problems of dating archeolog
ical objects. Dr. Zimmerman and Mrs. Yuhas be
came interested in the problem of determining the
age of the bronze horse when Dr. Meyers of the
Metropolitan Museum suggested the importance
of applying thermoluminescence measurements to
the controversial sculpture. In June tests were made
at the Laboratory for Space Physics by the three
scientists on cera m ic materia I from the core of the
horse. Several of the techniques and ideas for
Dr. Zimmerman's new method were derived from
the Washington University group's use of thermo
luminescence in studies of lunar samples returned
to earth in various Apollo missions.
R. ZIMMERMAN became familiar with thermo
luminescence-dating while a graduate student
at Oxford University's Research Laboratory for
Archaeology. He explained that thermoluminescence
dating is based on the following principle: All
ceramics (materials formed wholly or partly of baked
clay) contain small amounts of radioactive elements,
such as uranium. Part of the energy released in
the decay process of the radioactive elements is
absorbed and stored by minerals, like quartz, in the
ceramic. If these minerals are subsequently heated,
the stored energy is released in the form of visible
light, which is called thermoluminescence. Dating
can be done on ceramic objects which were heated
when they were made, thus releasing all stored
energy at that time and setting the dating clock to
zero. From this moment on, energy is stored at a
constant rate. The older the ceramic, the more
stored energy it has, and thus the more thermo
luminescence it will give when heated. The ceramic
Core of the horse, having been heated by the
molten bronze, is therefore suitable for dating by
this technique.
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Thermoluminescence-dating has been used in many
authenticity tests of art objects. In the standard
procedure, the measurements are made either on
a sample of the entire ceramic material or on the
most common mineral, quartz, separated from the
ceramic. This method of thermoluminescence, how
ever, was thought not to be applicable in the case
of the horse because it had received a small but
unknown amount of x-rays and gamma-rays during
previous examinations. The radiography had added
stored energy to the mineral grains and could mask
attempted measurements of energy stored from
natural radioactive decay.

The key to applying thermoluminescence-dating in
the presence of this a rtificia I radioactivity was the
finding by the Washington University scientists that
ceramic objects contain minute traces of certain
rare minerals, such as zircon, in which the uranium
concentration is a hundred to a thousand times
greater than in the rest of the ceramic material.
Energy added to the zircon grains by artificial radia
tion is negligible. The new thermoluminescence
technique (reported in the journal Science, on
November 19, 1971) consisted of isolating these
uranium-rich zircon grains and measuring them
separately.
"From our measurements of zircon grains, we calcu
lated that the horse is at least 2000 years old, and
could be as much as 4000 years old," Dr. Zimmer
man said. Following the zircon measurements, tests
were also made with the standard thermolumi
nescence technique, using quartz and other min
erai grains of low radioactivity. These measurements
also gave similar ages, indicating that the previous
x-ray and gamma-ray doses were not very large, and
further confirming the authenticity of the statue.
"The thermoluminescence results are not accurate
enough to determine whether the horse is from the
classical Greek period, but they do prove that the
horse was fired in antiquity and is not a modern
forgery," Dr. Zimmerman said. He and Mrs. Yuhas
will conduct more tests in the Laboratory for Space
Physics to attempt to pinpoint the age of the horse
within the ranges now established. The Washington
University scientists are also doing work further to
develop their thermoluminescence technique and
apply it to a variety of archeological objects. Drs.
Walker and Zimmerman received in December a
two-year grant from the National Science Founda
tion's Anthropology Division to continue their work.
HIS involvement by investigators of the caliber
of those in the Laboratory for Space Physics will
benefit both art and science. A Washington Uni
versity graduate, Dr. Bernard Keisch of Carnegie
Mellon University, who applies nuclear technology
to archeological dating, wrote in an Atomic Energy
Commission bulletin published last year: "Scientists
from many fields have now been attracted to the
problems of both art and archaeology. This can only
lead to more fruitful applications of scientific meth
ods to these problems ... there has been a gap
between the 'two cultures' of art and science, which,
in the past, has prevented understanding between
two large segments of our civilization. Now at last,
mutual interest between these two groups may be
gin to bridge the gap as each learns the other's
'language' and begins to see the meaning of the
other's profession."
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For a number of years, several students and professors of
Washington University's George Warren Brown School
of Social Work have been involved in projects in Missouri's
Bootheel area, where poverty is extreme and widespread.
Two years ago, however, it was an unusual and promising
development when a young graduate student, Richard [.
Male, was named director of the Bootheel's important
social action agency, the Missouri Delta Ecumenical
Ministry (MDEM). Through the privately supported
organization, which is based in Hayti, Missouri, Richard
Male and his staff work with the poor to develop their own
programs of significant economic and political meaning.
Recent breakthroughs in MDEM-supported programs have
given cause for many poor persons to believe that their
poverty need not be a permanent way of life.
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By ROGER SIGNOR

GRADUATE STUDENT IN
THE BOOTHEEL

Unit8d States Department of Agriculture farm sub
sidy payments to 6700 farms in the Missouri Boot
heel in 1971 were $27,342,4.51. (Source: U.S. De
partment of Agriculture Stabilization and Conserva
tion Service.)
In the six-county Bootheel area in 1971 welfare
funds paid for all purposes-for disability, child wel
fare, the aged, aid to the blind and so on-totaled
$24,263,2.53. The number of recipients was about
30,000. (From a 1972 speech by Richard Male, ex
ecutive director of the Missouri Delta Ecumenical
:tvlinistn'. )
two years, v\lashington University gradu
ate student Richard Male hns lived and worked in the
13ootheel, an area which he says is "blessed by rich farm
land and cursed with some of the most extreme poverty
to be found in rural America. The Bootheel is a prime ex
ample of grim farmland economics in which the govem
ment subsidizes well-to-do farm owners while thousands
go hung!'\'. In the Bootheel, about 70 per cent of the fam
ilies earn less than $3000 a year, and 9000 families have
incomes of less than $1000. That leaves practically no
middle class, just degrees of poverty, and a small group
of wealthv landowners."
The Bootheel counties of Southwest Missouri are: Scott,
Stoddard, Mississippi, Dunklin, New Madrid, and Pemis
cot. The last three counties form the southem-most tip of
the Bootheel; they have the most poverty (and some of
the richest farmland) and are the counties in which
Male's ~Iissouri Delta Ecumenical Ministry (MDEM)
concentrn tes its efforts.
The efforts of this privately supported organization dif
fer sharply from the public's usual notion of missionaries
handing out doles to the poor. In a talk last fall to the
Charleston, Missouri, Methodist Church, Richard Male
outlined both MDEM's goals and the economic back
ground which led to the Bootheel's poverty.
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"With the introduction into the Bootheel of cotton pick
ers, fully mechanized cotton gins, and other machines,
thousands of workers were unemployed and were totally
unprepared for jobs outside of agriculture. The desire for
jobs was there, but th8 demands and the commitment on
the part of business and government were not ... MDEM
is one of the largest coalitions of churches' operating in
the rural United States. . . . vVe do not give anything
away, but try to help people develop the spirit to work
hard and to risk themselves . . . . vVe listen to the prob
lems and needs of the poor and assist them in building or
ganizations in the area of economic development, health
care, housing, minority businesses, legal services, and wel
fare rights. These will be conceived, operated, owned, and
financed by the poor people themselves. Our goal at
iVIDEM is to work omselves out of jobs ...."
Very idealistic words indeed-especially when spoken
in relation to America's hidden rmal poverty. It is painful
for Americans to face the poverty so clearly visible in the
cities. Rural poverty, on the other hand, is literally out of
sight, for the most part. Far from the highways and hid
den from view are hungry, diseased, and spiritually de
pressed families who live in isolated clusters of shacks.
Living conditions for the poor are so bad that a visitor to
the Bootheel from a so-called underdeveloped nation
once remarked that he would form a pence corps for
America when he returned home.
Richard Male and his staff will be the first to tell you
that they have a long way to go before working them
selves out of jobs. What makes their approach interesting
- given the odds against them-is that it is beginning to
• ~'[ajor supporters are the national offices of the United
Methodist Church, the Roman Catholic Church, the United
Presbyterian Church, the American Lutheran Church, the
Southern Presbyterian Ch\lIch, the United Church of Christ, and
the Episcopal Diocese of Missouri; the Danforth Foundation
granted funds to help start MDEM.
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MDEM's initial project in the
Bootheel was an agricultural co-op
which now includes one hundred and fifty
families. Construction pegan this
fall for another MDEM-'supported
project, a shopping center co-op in
H owardville, Missou ri. Both programs
are operated by poor persons, most
of them fonner sharecroppers.

I
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work. They have had a role in developments that at first
might seem undramatic to a suburbanite, but are never
theless surprising, even to some old warriors against pov
erty. But the significance of these grass root stirrings in the
Bootheel can't be full y understood without some perspec
tive about the peopl e who live there and a little back
ground about Richard Male himself.
First, Rich Male is far from the traditional image of a
"do-gooder." He definitely does not give the impression
that he will arrive at 4 o'clock sharp tomorrow afternoon
to solve your problems. That is neither his intent nor his
style. His casual appearan ce, yet generally serious nature,
bring to mind the bearing of a graduate student, and, in
deed, Rich is a graduate student on leave from Washing
ton University's School of Social Work (he received his
undergraduate degree in economics from New York Uni
versity) . He talks about the idealism of the Missouri Del
ta Ecumenical Ministry in a realistic, matter-of-fact way
a refreshing change from the usual ideological rhetoric. He
is quite serious about his ideals, although he doesn't let
them drown out his sense of irony and humor nor shut out
the ability to laugh at himself.
Rich is often asked, in effect, "How does a nice Jewish
boy from 'rVestchester County end up as a 'missionary' in
the boondocks?" Rich laughs and observes that most
adults he knows in 'rVes tchester are indifferent to his ac
tivities and to the poor in general. Recently, however,
high school students from his home town held their first
"Walk for Poverty" and received $15,000 in pledges,
$3000 of which is eal1narked for MDEM.
"When I explained to those kids whom they were help
ing, they were really turned on," he said. "I hope some of
them will visit the Bootheel this summer. You know, they
don't have to go to the Bootheel to see poor people
there's a lot of poverty in 'Vestchester. It's a matter of
opening your eyes to see."
Rich's own eyes were opened about the Bootheel one
Saturday in April, 1971, when Professor Ralph Pumphrey
of the School of Social Work, who is his faculty adviser,
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took him on a tour of the area. "I met a few p eople," Rich
recalled , "a nd decided to sta y and work for a month.
While I was there I felt I was able to help and to be
helped."
A few months later, th e executive director's job at
MDEM was open and Rich applied. Dozens of applicants
were narrowed down to Rich and an older, more experi
enced man with both reputation and charisma. In a final
interview before MDEM 's board , the latter applicant de
scribed the use of mass demonstrations and civil disobe
dience as part of his own modus operandi. Rich stressed
to the MDEM board (which includes both poor and not
so-poor residents of New Madrid, Pemiscot, and Dunklin
counties) the need for programs such as food cooperatives
and mobile health units.
It was true, Rich poin ted out, that
his rival applicant didn't help his cause by discuss
ing demonstrations before an essentially pol itically moder
ate group. "But it is also a fact," Rich added, "th at pro
grams such as farm co-ops are a considerably more ad
vanced form of community action-providing that enough
people join them and eventually build up a ne twork of
mutually supportive programs that will give the poor a
healthy economic and political base."
'rVithin the projects of MDEM , whose headquar ters are
located in Hayti, Missouri, things might move too slowly
for some individuals "who are used to working from the
top down," Rich explain ed. "We have to think of things
in long-range terms because we want people who are to
be affected by change to have a real hand in bringing it
about. I think a lot of social action programs fail because
of a lack of understanding of the di gnit)' and potential of
the people involved. You have to believe that the people
can do it. If outsiders go into a community and develop
programs from the top down, and the people in the com
munity don't have a real role, then th e program is not
theirs. 'Vhen the 'organizers' go, th e program usually goes
with them."
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ICH GOT THE JOB.

THE BOOTH EEL
At left, Richard Male, MDEM's
director (seated), is shown with some
of his staff members in the agency's
home office in Hayti, Missouri. They
assist the poor in building
organizations in the areas of economic
developmen t, health care, hOUSing,
minority businesses, JegaJ se rvices,
and welfare rights.

As Rich accompanied friends on a recent trip to the
Bootheel , he noted that a City-dweller's first impression is
one of an overwhelming sameness-miles and miles of Bat
land. An occasional farm house interrupts the monotony,
and once in a while the traveler spots a few shacks, not
unlike the ones in desolate photographs of rural poverty
published in the 1930's. "You have the feeling th at the
shacks have been there forever. As a matter of fact, a
majority of the rural poor do feel that their misery is a
permanent state. They have few or no advocates. So it's no
surprise that many of them find what solace they have in
life with the most fundamentalist religions-in which they
adopt the view that there is no hope here on earth, that
there is h op e only in an afterlife."
"Since I moved to the Bootheel, I've become a much
more religious person," said Rich. ''I've been very touched
by some wonderful people. They have a quiet spirit; they
are simply good human beings with a genuine sense of
justice. They are the opposite of some affluent people I've
known, who are supposed to be more sophisticated, but
are cosmetic and always h'ying to convince you how good
they are." As Rich took the exit from Interstate 55 to
Howardville, he commented, "This delta area happens to
b e the larges t drainage area outside the Nile. It's among
the most fertile and expensive falm land in the nation . De
spite the poverty, there are a heck of a lot of millionaires
arOllnd here."
Rich's first stop in the Bootheel was to meet Willie B.
Hamilton , a sharecropper for forty years, who now is
mayor of Howardville and president of the Howardville
Area Cooperative Enterprises-a project which is receiv
ing a major effort from MDEM . MDEM and th e Co-op
have hired a full-time 'worker from Howardville to work
on th e project along with Don Ingalls, MDEM's specialist
on economic development. Bolstered with a generous gift
from Ralston Purina Company, construction is under way
on a supermarket which will be the core of the Co-op and
which would be the major topic before a meeting of the
Co-op's board of directors that night. The board met in

the only available facility that evening-an undertaking
parlor which belonged to a friend of the Co-op project.
There was no heat at the undertaker's, so everyone kept
his coat on.
While waiting for all of the Co-op board members to
arrive, Mr. Hamilton commented, "One good reason, for
a shopping center co-op is that two-thirds of the people
in our town are senior citizens, and most of them travel
about twenty miles to Sikeston for their groceries. They
have to pay a taxi and that's rough when you need the
money for food. There's just no other place with prices
they can pay."
H AMILTON said that the Co-op shopping center
will also have a post office, laundromat, and a
barbecue-style restaurant. The Co-op was formed by about
a hundred families-almost all former sharecroppers and
migrant workers-who elect the board of directors and
hold about $1700 in shares.
When Mayor Hamilton convened the meeting, the
board members discussed applicants for the position of
manager of the supermarket. Most of the applicants had
adequate educational backgrounds, but none had had any
experience in running a grocery store. The board mem
bers insisted on experience. "We'll have to have someone
who can meet the public," said Mr. Hamilton, "someone
who will smile when he feels like cussing." The meeting
concluded with some legal matters that Rich had been
working on. Before and during the meeting, it was obvi
OllS that Rich was accepted by Mr. H amilton and the
others as one of them, as a respected friend as opposed to
an outside technical adviser.
After the meeting, J. W. Shavers, a member of the
Howardvill e co-op, led an inform al discussion about the
agricultural cooperative which h e manages. MDEM's ini
tial project, the agricultural co-op, is located in Hayti and
still receives supportive help from the MDEM staff. Its 160
acres have been leased: from two landowners for the past
three years.
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When fully mech anized co tton gins,
cotton pickers, and other machines
were introduced in the Bootheel,
thousands of farm workers were left
without emplo)'ment and were
unp repared for jobs outside of
agriculture. Right, Pemisco t County's
prosecuting a ttorney, Arthur
Stephenson (:I,·mElvl's vice president)
says, " If it were n't for MDElvl , I
think it would be very difficult to
bring the Bootheel all the way into
the twentieth century."

"It is th e only agricultu ral co-op in Missouri," said Mr.
Shavers, who is a large, energe tic and articula te man. He
pointed out that the one hundred and fifty par ticipating
families raise and harves t a varie ty of vegetables such as
okra, peas, cucumbers, sweet potatoes, peppers, snap
beans, and g reens. He explained that the Co-op owns four
trucks and refrigeratio n equipm ent; it takes care of ge tting
produce to the market, and maintains an office. Depend
ing on how much work is invested, membe rs of the Co-op
receive a percentage of the net income which the produce
b ri ngs a t market.
"Wh ile the Co-op has improved th e living standard s of
its members," Mr. Shavers continued, "money is still our
main problem because we need more land to faIm. I can
show you many people who would like to have ten to fif
teen acres of land. They would like to teach their kid s
how to farm and how to become ind epen de nt citizens, but
they just don't have access to land . There are familie s h ere
now who know nothing about farming. \;Ve've had to
teach them the basics. How are they goin g to learn if
there's no land to teach them on?" He added th a t a num
ber of landowners ha ve been willing to sell land at reason
abl e prices , "but the poor can't take advantage of these of
fers . The Farmers Home Administrati on wan ts you to
gua rantee loan s, something the poor ca n' t do."
After the mee ting, Rich said that he agreed with j' dr.
Shavers abou t the problem of acqu iring land. "Poor peo
ple just don't have mu ch access to loans." He pointed out
that another MDEM project is concentrating on making
small loans to th e poor in the three-county area.

T

through a community-run office
in Hayti known as the Bootheel Credit Union. One of
the most hearten ing developmen ts for MDEM staff mem
bers this winter, Rich co ntinued, was the Union's annual
mee tin g. It was a tte nded by 150 members, mostly persons
with incomes of $3000 or less. The Credi t Un ion manager
is D ouglas Mannering, a Methodist volun teer on the
MDEM staff. H e reported tha t $120, 000 had been lent
during the past year and that th e Union now has .'575
30

HE LOA NS ARE }'fADE

me mb ers . Individuals who take loan s from the U Ilion also
bu y "shares" to beco me members. 'W hile they call receive
a small loan for a m edical bill or home repairs, for ex
ample, they also are encouraged to get in the habit of sav
ing through shareholdings . Loa ns may be arranged by
Credit Union members who arc designated as fi eld repre
sentntives in the community. They broad en the base of
m em bership b y reaching persons who otherwise would
never find their way to the Union , or more likel\' , in the
case of a financi al emergency, wou ld take a loan with
over 30 per cent interest from loan sharks.
Rich pointed out that Man nering, a Unive rsitv of Illi
nois Sch ool of Comm erce graduate, will b e a t MDEjVr for
two years. He has recen tly hired an assis tant from the
comm unity who is being trained to take over the manage
ment of the Credit Union when he leaves . 'Within the nex t
two years, th e Union plans to expand into th e nrea of
loans for small business developme nt.
Manne ring's wife, Lyne tte, is also an MDEM vol unteer
and has organized a workshop on preventive mental
heal th. Ministers from throughout Pemiscot, New Madrid,
and Dunklin counties have been attending the training
sess ions in encour>lgingly large numbers. "Lynette is do
ing a lot to educate ministers about the needs of the poor
in their own co ngregations," Rich sa id. "This is one area
where we nee d more concentration. vVe know th a t a tre
mendous amoun t of good can be accomplished through
the loca l churches. The church is one instituti on that rural
people trust and will take th eir problem s lo - -if the church
is prepared to help the m."
His comm en t was confirmed th e nex t day bv Jo Marie
Ruff, ~ 'IDEM' s secretary for the past two-and-one-half
vears, wh o has been a resident of the Bootheel area for
ninetee n years. She and he r husban d are members of the
Baptist Church. "In th e last yea r and a half," she said,
"MDEM has begun to gain a good standing in the church
es . The nati ona l church organiza tions h ave supported us,
but the local churches haven't. If our relationships with
the local churches continue to g ro w, there are many
church leaders here who ca n do a lot to help poor peo
ple."
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Greater acceptance of MDEM in the community in
general also was noted ill a conversation later in the day
with Pemiscot Count y's prosecuting attorney, Arthur Ste·
phenson , who is vice preside nt of MDE~1' s board. "Sure
there are people in thi s count y who don't want us ," Ste
phenson said. "But there's a growing clim ate of accept
ance and few er peo ple who will critici ze us publicly. I
see MDEM as filling a very basic role here . If it weren't
for MDEM, I think it would be very difflcult to bring the
Bootheel all th e way into the twentieth century." Mr.
Stephenson referred to th e large job of bringing be tter
health care to th e poorer citizens of the B::JO theel. H e and
Rich both criticized area health officials for lax ity in ex
tending more health ca re to poor and elderly pe rsons. But
they both took hea rt from the atmosphere a t a recent
meeting in H ay ti in which poor individuals expressed
themselves openly for th e first time to county welfare of·
ficials about what they felt were deficienci es in the health
care sys tem.
woman who had been especially out
spoken at the mee ting about substandard health care,
Rich continued, walked up to him after th e meeting and
declared , ''I've wanted to say those things for fift y years ,
but I never had the courage to do it. " Rich added, "Man y
of the poor have been reluctant to speak out for fear of
having their welfare checks cut off."
How individu als can be imbued 'with a feeling of worth
lessness and hopeless ness was expressed later in the day
by a 65-year·old farm worker at the agricultural co-op.
(This man bad seriously injured his leg while working in
the fields. ) "I used to make a living pi cking and chopping
cotton, but they don 't need pickers or choppers any more,"
he said. H e explained that he and his wife had beeu liv
ing on social securit y and disabilit y payments from the
government. He had tri ed to help pa y for growing medical
and food bills by working at the co-op. The County wel
fare office, however, found ou t that he had worked part
time at the co-op. "They cut payments to my wife, who
11as beell very sick, to $70 a month, and they cut me to
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$85 a month. That was last month. Now the rent's du e,
and they haven't even sent us the checks that they've cut."
One of the members of Rich 's staff went to work imm e
dia tely after hearing the man's story to try to straighten
things out. "When yo u see p eople trea ted like that time
and aga in, you can understand why so many of the poor
feel defea ted," Rich said.
"Did you noti ce that some of the people back at the
Hovvard ville Co-op meeting had little knots on the ba ck
of their hea ds?" he continued. "vVell , those were tumors
which doctors have told me are ve ry common in the Boot
heel. Because of poor health care and improper diets most
of those people also lose th eir tee th before they're twenty
years old . As kids, many of them were as hamed to go to
school beca use they simply didn't have any shoes. When
you're bea ten down that wa y it's not the easiest thing to
build up confidence. Despite all th at, I see more confi
dence developing as these people see that they actually
have the potential for controllin g the ir own lives. In orde r
for them to gain this control th ey must acquire meaning
ful income and services."
Gainin g confidence from reali zin g that one can bring
about ch ange was noticeable at the HowardviJle Co-op
mee tin g. It was very moving, however, to hear individu
als who had lived all their lives on incomes below the pov
e rt y level discuss the salary for the m anager of the super
market. The salary is a mod es t sum by urban standards,
but a figu re which would take some of the Co-op members
two or three years to earn. Th e members knew that a com
p etitive salary was necessary to ge t the best person for a
venture so important to all of th eir futures. But you
couldn't avoid seeing that th ere was a hurt look in some
eyes after Mayor Hamilton reported that not one experi
e nced indi vidual had yet applied for the job.
Nevertheless, the membe rs' discussion changed to a
ton e of hopefulness. "The right applicant will turn up,"
~1 r. H amilton said , and they went on to discuss the pra c
tica l problems in running such a cont roversial and new
operation for the Bootheel. It is this q uie t courage and
faith that Rich ancl i\'IDEM are be tting on.
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Tom Boardman scores his second goal in the 'Washington
University hockey club's debut at the St. Louis Arena. The
WU skaters edged SIU-Edwardsville, 6-5.

It was a big thrill for the WU players to be introduced to the
fans at the Arena, home of the National Hockey League's St.
Louis Blues.
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HOCKEY
IS HERE!

By KING McELROY
Team Captain Tom Beltz in action on the ice.
Beltz se t up the go-ah ead goal in th e cl ub's Rrs t
game wi th an accur ate p ass to a teammate.

Hockey is here at Washington University. And not
just the field variety for girls, but for the first time,
real ice hockey. A University hockey club has been
formed with twenty-five players and a twenty-game
schedule this season with other club teams in the
St. Louis area. Each team plays one game at the
St. Lou is Arena, home of the National Hockey
League Blues, and the rest at a wide variety of
area rinks. Ice hockey is one game that doesn't cost
the University a cent. The league, thanks to a
generous angel , pays the rink rentals, the officials,
and even provides the players' equipment and
uniforms. What's more, the players pay to play-a
regular fee per game.
The WU team, resplendent in red uniforms with
green trim and cheered on by an estimated 500
enthusiastic supporters, won its first game at the
Arena by a score of 6 to 5. Attendance at the second
game at a St. Charles, Missouri, rink, was down a
bit, to about eighty persons, including the players
on both teams, but the Polar Bears won that one 4
to 1. The small attendance could have been due to
the lack of heat inside the rink building. Nobody
could say for sure how low the temperature got,
but it seemed as frigid off the ice as on . The Bears'
superior defense, timely passing, and in-the-net
shooting, however, helped warm the fans.

Club hockey had grown rapidly in the St. Louis area
as part of the reawakened interest in the sport since
the Blues became part of the National Hockey
League a few years back. Team Captain Tom Beltz,
a law student, says, "It's a good outlet for all of us
who want to escape for a while from the books."
Composed mainly of undergraduate and graduate
students, the team also includes two faculty
members, Barry Anderson, assistant professor of
education, and Edwin Fisher, assistant professor
of psychology. Professor Anderson, the only
Canadian on the team, enjoys the opportunity to
play and hopes that the students give the team
more support. So far, the players don't seem
worried about the lack of fan support. All they
want is more time on the ice.
Michael Kessler, associate director of alumni
relations, has helped to get the club league
started, represen t ing the Bears at league meetings
and spreadin g the word about the team both on and
off campus. Mike's also a referee in the league,
which is some feat when you consider that this
native of Florida learned to skate only two years
ago. He must be an impartial referee because the
Bears paid him quite a back-handed compliment at
a recent game. " Kessler," a player yelled from the
bench, "we never want to see you again."
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CAMPAIGN '72:
INCE THE televised debates between Richard
l'Jixon and John Kennedy in the 1960
presidential race, the influence of the media on
the American political process has been
increasingly questioned. I n a recent Washington
University Student Symposium on "Politics and
the Media: Campaign '72," four nationally prominent
men from the fields of broadcast and print
journalism and film gave their views on the role
that the media played in this year's election and
the long-range implications of the relationship
between the media and politics in the future.
Sponsored by the University's Student Symposium
Committee, Student Union, and the Student
Academic Committee, the symposium, held on
December 6 and 7, came exactly one month after
the November election-close enough to be timely
but distant enough to benefit from a little
journalistic hindsight. Former CBS News
president Fred Friendly, Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Marquis Childs, film-maker Charles
Guggenheim, and CBS News correspondent
George Herman were the speakers. Each brought to
the symposium his particular experience,
philosophy, and interpretation of the influence his
profession has on politics. In keeping with tradition,
the exchange was open. Each formal address in
Graham Chapel was followed by a question and
answer period. When they weren't lecturing, the
speakers conducted informal discussions in
classrooms, cafeterias, and residence halls.

S

Pulitzer Prize-winner i'vlarquis Childs, author of the
nationally syndicated column "Washington Calling."

Charles Cuggenheim, Academy Award-winning maker of
sociaL political, and historical documentary films.

Mr. Childs, a contributing editor to the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, defended the tradition of
investigative reporting by the press in past and
present elections. He talked about the position of
the media in American life today, quoting a recent
Harris poll which showed a tremendous lack of
confidence in newspapers and television. "Other
earlier polls have shown how little concern the
public has for the first amendment and its
guarantee of the right of freedom of speech and
religion," Mr. Childs said. "I believe that freedom is
indivisible. If certain freedoms go because of doubt
a nd even beca use of hosti I ity, then it wi II not be
long before other freedoms are eroded and we shall
find ourselves in a society in which power is
tota Ily concentrated with ina na rrow orbit."
Symposium keynote speaker George Herman, CBS News
cOJ"rc'sponclent and host ll[ "Face tile Nation."
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Mr. Guggenheim, who has an international
reputation in the area of social, political, and

POLITICS AND THE MEDIA
historical documentary films, concluded the
symposium with an illustrated lecture on advocacy
for political candidates through commercial
television . "Some people feel that somethin g quite
dangerous and radical is happening in the political
process with the advent of television and the
intensification of commercial television, " Mr.
Guggenheim said.

By KATHY PEARSON

THE SPI RIT OF '76
and the next President of
the United States
By FRED FRI ENDLY

Mr. Ch i Ids, a uthor of the nationa IIy synd icated
column, "Washington Callin g," probably reflected
the sentiments of all four speakers when he
remarked before his speech in the Chapel that he
had learned much more from the students than he
had taught them during his two days on campus.
Mr. Herman, moderator of CBS's weekly radio and
television news program, "Face the Nation," was the
keynote speaker. He gave an overview of the role
of broadcast journalism contrasted with print
journalism, and described some of the inherent
problems that confront the television newsman. "A
newspaper is typically founded as a journal of
opinion. It uses privately owned goods to deliver a
message which is at the mercy of the publisher.
There is no law which says a newspaper must be
impartial," Mr. Herman explained. "Broadcast
journalism must be impartial. It uses public
property-the electromagnetic spectrum-and it is
licensed and lent part of that spectrum as long as
it fulfills the requirements of the law."
I n response to those who say that pa id pol itica I
commercials are entertaining, but not informative,
Mr. Guggenheim quoted from Archibald MacLeish's
essay, "Poetry and Journalism, " in which he stated,
"Knowledge without feeling is not knowledge, and
can lead only to public irresponsibility and
indifference and conceivably to ruin. When the fact
is disassociated from the feeling of the fact in the
minds of an entire people, in the common mind of
a civilization, that people, that civilization , is in
dan ger."
Perhaps the most penetrating analysis of the role
of the media in the 1972 campaign was Fred
Friendly's discussion of the past election and of
what might be in store in 1976. A condensed
version of Mr. Friendly's "Spirit of '76" follows .

F red Friend ly, fo rm er CBS N ews president
Jn d now Ed w~ rcl R. !vlurrow Professo r of Journ alism
at Columbi a Univers ity.
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B IBBOI\'" COM}' H SSIOKS an d planning gro ups are
curren tly sea rchi ng out all kin ds of elaborate celebra
tions an d expositions to signal Ameri ca's bicentennial. Per
haps we ough t to settl e for il n elect ion wo r thy of the
d rea ms enu ncia ted b y th a t Declara tion an d Revolution of
1776.
l"vf y fea r about 1976, bilsed on our most reccnt election ,
is that u nless the level of reportin g im proves it may be re
membered as the d efa ulted election, thc apathetic spirit
of 1976 in \Vhich a n ati on of t wo hu nd red a nd h'·enty
million Americans voted to pro tect the msel ves ag,]in st
change, or stayed home beca use th ey \Vere con vincecl th at
one ma n's vote no longer makes a d iffe rence . The d isaster
of the 197 2 election \Vas not tha t Richa rd Nixon won and
George McGovern los t- that's for his tory to decide-bu t
that sixty three millio n of the one hun d red and thirt ) -ni ne
million e ligible vo ters stayed home. Th a t is the lowest per
centilge of p art icipa tion in alm os t a quarter of a century.
F or all the talk abou t the impac t of newly enfranchised
vo ters-th ose be tween eighteen a nd twe nty-one-thev ac
tually we nt to th e p oll s in fewer n umbers than their
elders.
E ve n more disturbin g ;]nd d irectly rela ted was the lack
of cli scussion of genuine issues. Mu ch of th e blame , of
co urse, mu st go to the can dida tes. Ri chard Ni xon was
tu rned again st issues after his narrow defeat at the hands
of Joh n F . Kenn ed y in 1960. Li sten to what ~ 1r . Nixon
L UE
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wrote in his memoirs, Six Crises:; "I believe that I spent
too much time in the last campaign on substance and too
little on appearance: I paid too much attention to what
I was goi ng to say and too little to ho w I would look (on
television ) ...." The fact remains, the former Vice Presi
dent and future President reRected that "one bad camera
angle on television can have far more effect on the election
outcome than a major mistake in writing a speech . . .
which is then picked up and criticized by co lumnists and
editorial writers . ..."

Tfor
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1972's game plan, this anomaly called
maximum exposure for the Presidential image
minimum exposure for the issues, and none for the party.
Someone has computed that candidate Nixon spent a total
of less than twenty-four hours on the campaign trail. Mc
Govern campaigned more than four thousand hours, and
eventually forfeited the issues that brought him into Cali
fornia as the front runner by letting Hubert Humphrey
dare him into re ve rsing his field in a futile search for a
neutral pocket. Watching McGovern and Humphrey de
bate in the California primary, for example, one had the
distinct feeling that neither had any commitment to civil
rights.
But the blame for the issueless election of 1972 must
also be shared by the news media. The journalists of 1972
not only permitted the candidates to ignore the issues, they
also provided the chief means of escape. Never in th e long
history of the electoral process have so many reporters, so
many cameras, so many microphones, so many millions of
dollars been used to ignore the issues facing America in
one of its most critical hours. It was, in fact, more like the
reporting of a popularity contest-"Here he comes, Mr.
America"-and when the verdict was in, one almost ex
pected to hear Bert Parks singing it out from the Atlantic
City boardwalk.
Mr. America won because he was able to wrap himself
in the mantle of President, King, Commander-in-Chief,
and Nobel Peace Prize nominee. Other incumbents have
tried the technique; President Nixon succeeded because
Spiro Agnew's campaign of intimidation against " the effete
conspiracy" had the press so conscious of its sins of com
mission that it neglected its sins of omission . The broad
casters, by a misreading of the Fairness Doctrine, turned
the Presiden t's non-campaign into a mined obstacle course
that Senator McGovern was forced to nw. They did their
best to balance the exposure legitimately given the cam
paigner by granting equal time to the non-campaign er's
surrogates. They created a new ballgame. McGovern ver
sus Rogers, Laird, Connally, Dole, Richardson, and Mac
Gregor. One of the reasons McGovern never seemed to
look like a President was that he was always b eing
sq uared off against second-stringers.
To be sure, journalists don't run an election but they
help set the agenda, and the agenda facing the American
electorate in '72 was lost in a thicket of jumbled facts a nd
the roar of high decibel invective. Journalism's present ail
ment (and as a former practitioner and present teacher
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of this profession, I identify with the shor tcoming) is that
it is so preoccupied with the frenetic search for the news
peg, the oddity of the two-headed calf and the expose,
that the truth, particularly about the complex issues of a
presidential campaign, often gets lost. Journ alism, whether
for a newspaper or a broad cast operation, is not just a
form of stenography. It does not consist of copying down
quotations from press handouts or following candidates
from airport to shopping center to shining sea. Yet this is
too often what the wire services supply and what the na
tional television networks furnish in pictures and sound.
Great issues don't always provide daily news pegs. The
state of the economy, tax and welfare reform, military
spending, education and how to pay for it, housing, trans
portation, poverty, pollution , and the other undramatic
elements of the hidden environment, were and are the
tasks the next Presiden t will face. Th ey were stories of
omission as far as any in-depth reporting was concerned.
Television in particular was asleep at its mighty swi tch,
not because its professionals were unprepared to do the
job, but because the y were locked in their own self-made
trap of pitifully little prime air time , except for the tens
of millions of dollars worth of paid political announce
ments. Of course, they never admitted th at it was the high
cost of air time; they blamed it on the Fairness Doctrine
and Section 315A of the Communications Act, the equal
time provision.

I

that the equal time rule proVides " that if a
broadcaster permits the use of his station facilities by a
legally qualified candidate for office, he must afford equa l
opportunities to all other legally qualified candidates for
that office." This awkward statute has been suspended
only once since its 1927 inception , and th at was in 1960
to permit the historic Ni xon-Kennedy debates. It is used
by commercial broad cas ters as an excuse for not doing in
depth reporting, except on regularly sched uled news pro
grams or Sunday afternoon intelview shows like "Face the
Nation," "Meet the Press," and "Issues and Answers." Ac
tually, Section 315 is the perfect cosmetic for holding the
line against prime-time campaign programmin g. Outside
of these, what we see of the candidates today is primarily
bought by them, mostly in thirty-second and one-minute
commercials. In 1960, however, when .315 was suspended,
the three commercial networks provided over thirty-nine
hours of free air time, in a superb demonstration of public
service. In 1964 when 315 was again in effect, the net
works provided only four and one-half hours, and in 1968,
three hours. The exact figures for 1972, though not yet
ava ilable, will undoubtedly reRect the same trend.
The broadcasters argue with eloquence that if the Co n
gress would repeal 315 and the equal time provisions for
candidates, that would clear the way for presidential de
bates. That's an essential goal , but it's a lame excuse, a red
herri ng, if you will, that the networks use to weasel out
of providing air time for the major documentaries of
wh ich they are so ca pable.
Officials at the FCC confirm my judgment th at neither
T IS TRUE
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equal time nor the Fairness Doctrine would have pre
cluded in-depth reporting on the vital issues of the cam
paign, and point out that a prior Commission ruling made
this clcar to the networks. Of course, the FCC has to
share the responsibility for the dearth of network prime
time documen taries during the campaign and in night
time programming throughou t the year. Three years ago,
the more liberal members of the Commission led a naive
crusade to diversify nigh t-time programming by stimul at
ing original local production. The theory was that by lim
iting the number of hours between 7:30 and 11:00 p.m.
that the networks 'were allowed to program, a bountiful
garden of 10c,ll performing arts and public affairs pro
gramming would bloom.
Among those who protested the rule were the network
managers, of course, along with an unusual collection of
other voices ran ging from Ronald Reagan's to FCC Chair
man Dean Burch's, to my own. My dissent was based on
the knowledge that the Prime Time Rule would destroy
all chances for one-hour network news programming, and
for regularly scheduled documentaries in prime time. Nor
mally, my position on FCC matters is much closer to
Nicholas Johnson, Kenneth Cox and the other advocates
of the three-hour rule, but I b eseeched them, as did oth
ers, to exempt news and public affa irs programming from
the Rule.
What the Prime Time Rule should have carried with it
was an exemption for news and public affairs programs.
This might well have caused the networks to expand their
nightly news reports from thirty minutes (which really
means twenty-two minutes of content time) to an hour,
and it might have inspired the networks to keep the docu
mentary and in-depth report schedule at least at the 1960
level. There is now talk of reexamining the Prime Time
Rule and a reasonable solution would be the simple ex
emption of news and public affairs from the Rule.
The most crucial opportunity for broadcast reform, as
it affects political coverage, is in the areas of Section 315
and equal time; for without that reform, the opportunity
for true debate by the major candidates in the Lincoln
Douglas, Nixon-Kennedy tradition is impossible. This is
FCC business, but it is a responsibility that the Congress
must share along with the President. They are the ones
who have the power to change this an tiquated regulation.
This is a providential time to start, for with the two
term limitation, the 1976 election will have no incumbent
to resist debates. Pl'esident Eisenhower was against de
bates . "An In must never debate an Out," Ike said, and he
certainly didn't want a TV encounter with Adlai Steven
son. President Johnson didn't want to debate Senator
Goldwater, and Presiden t N ixon wouldn't even comment
on the challen ge to debate laid down by candidate Mc
Govern . That's u nderstandable, but in '76 we shall have
an open slate with no incumbent candidates.

Clearly the time to clear the decks for '76 reform and
debates is now. The entering wedge should be bipartisan,
and should be driven by those candidates of the past who
called out for debates when they seemed advantagcous to
them, and who would now endorse the concept as a per
manent institution. Senators ~'fcGovern, Goldwater, Hum
phrey, and McCarthy, have all, when it suited their pur
poses, called for debates.
the formula for making debates possible
is not complicated. All that need be done is to suspend
or repeal Section 315, the equal time provision, as it affects
presidential candidates. As for the third party candidates,
there could be a provision that any candidate whose party
received, say, two to three per cent of the write-in na
tional vote in the last election would be eligible to join the
debate on national television. New parties might qualify
with a certain number of signatures on nominating peti
tions.
There are many other election excesses that need to be
changed, particularly in the area of campaign spending.
It cost Lincoln 75 cents to run for Con gress the first time.
Today it ean cost freshman congress men up to two hun
dred and fifty thousand dollars. General Eisenhower spent
6.6 million in 19.52; Senator McGovern, 2:3 million; and
President Nixon, near 50 million in 1972. The thirty-sec
ond political commercial is a disgrace because it provides
a foolproof vehicle for "the permissible lie" and some tele
vision stations, W GN, Chicago, among them, to their great
credit, refuse to accept them. They have a five-minute
minimum with the hope that it will develop issue content.
The problems of the debates and of interpretative quali
ty reporting of issues meet over that complex riddle of 315
and the debates. How to mold an enlightened public
opinion, to move the Congress to mobilize the FCC, most
of 'whose members already favor it-to explore all tbe rea
sons for and against repealing it, is what mature news
analysis is all abou t.
My fear is that most newspapers and news programs
will not touch the c1eba te issue now because it is not time
ly- there is no news peg, no expose; and when there
might be one, it will be '75 or '76-and the candidates'
positions will be guided by the opportunism of the mo
ment. Campaign reform may be a dull subject in a non
election year, but it is the only time to separate reform
legislation from the advantages of a given election.
The presidential election of '76 is only fourteen bundred
and twenty-seven days away, and there are probably only
two years left to get 315 repealed or suspended. If the
election on our 200th anniversary isn't more issue-oriented
than tbe one just past, then the spirit of "tbe last burrah"
may prevail more than, that spirit of change that Jefferson,
Adams, and Madison thought their revolution was all
about.
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CHILDREN'S

ART BAZAAR

W

HEN student-architect Paul Cameron took on
his latest architectural project, revamping the
interior and exterior of the Children's Art Bazaar in
Clayton, he was faced with a number of challenges
-among them the fact that most of his clients were
under fourteen years old. He also had newly painted
lime-green walls, a limited budget and a tight
deadline with which to contend. But when the Ba 
zaar reopened in September, everyone seemed
pleased with the results: bright green super graph
ics outside, portable display cases and pint-sized,
nearly indestructible furniture inside.
It was a rather unusual project, but then Paul is a
rather unusual architecture student. By his own
description "a late bloomer," he completed bache
lor's and master's degrees in fine arts, then taught
school, before deciding to attend Washington Uni
versity's School of Architecture. Now in his last year
of the program, he is torn between joining an archi
tectural firm or pursuing free lance projects similar

to the Bazaar while returning to teaching. His re
action to the project: "Some compensation , but
mostly fun."
The Children's Art Bazaar is a non-profit organiza
tion dedicated to "presenting, preserving, and pro
moting children's art on a non-competitive basis."
Founded in 1949, by a group of St. Louis women,
the Bazaar moved to its present quarters on Forsyth
in Clayton a year and a half ago. Over the years,
its governing board and teachers have included
numerous Washington University alumni. Initially,
the Bazaar sponsored an annual children's art show,
later expanded its activities to include traveling
exhibits of children's work, workshops for teachers
and community leaders, and art classes for chil
dren, both on location at the Bazaar and in various
churches and community centers in the inner city.
The classes are small, the approach is free form and
interdisciplinary, emphasizing personal discovery
and expression, rather than how-to techniques.
The scene at the Bazaar these days is a li vely one
with children from three to fourteen hard at work
and play-experimenting with paint, wood, paper,
and other likely and unlikely media. Pictures cre
ated by elementary age school children from St.
Louis, as well as a handful of other countries, are
on display for inspiration and sale .
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vVashington Uni vers ity architect ure student Paul Cmneron in th e
midst of his most rece nt architectural projee:t: th e remode'led
Child ren's Ar t Bazaa r.
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Comment/on "a very illlportant national 111odel"
last ~month at th~ St. Louis
Press Club, the chief executives of Waslllngton UnI
vers ity, St. Louis University, and Southern Illinois Univer
sity at Edwardsville announced implementation of a joint
doctoral degree program that cuts across state lines and
overcomes traditional barriers between public and private
institutions of higher education . It is believed to be the
first program of its kind in the nation.
Under the plan, which has the endorsement of the Illi
nois Board of Higher Education, the three universities will
exchange students, faculties, and academic resources on a
contractual basis. They will be eq ual partners in the oper
ation of doctoral programs in business, education, and
certain areas in the fine arts. It is possible that in the
future the program will be expanded into other disciplines,
but the first programs should get under way in the fall in
business, education, a nd probably in music and the theater
arts.
Both Washington University and St. Louis University
have long had doctoral programs in many fields, but
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville has had none.
SlUE, however, h as several thousand students doing grad
uate work at the master's level and many faculty members
qualified for doctoral instruction. Doctoral degrees ob
tained through the cooperative program will b e awarded
jointly by the three universities.
At the press conference, Chancellor \VilIiam H. Dan
forth said that the new joint program could b ecome a
very important national model. Pointing out that the pro
gram "makes sense economically," he commen ted, "many

A

T A PRESS CONFEHENCE

people are talking tod ay about planning to use resources
for the best interests of the students and taxpayers, but it
is difficult to develop these programs. It is particularly
important that we do not duplicate expensive graduate
education. Here, in this new arrangement, we ltave an
opportunity to implement a program des igned to ac
complish these purposes."

S

\Vashington University's Laboratory of
Space Physics, whose wo rk With the Metropolitan
Museum of New York to determine the age of an ancient
bronze horse is told in this issue, ,He e,lgeriy awaiting
the return to the lab oratory of one of their experiments
that was Hown to the moon.
The Apollo 17 spacecraft carried a radiation detector
assembled at the L aboratory for Space Physi(;s. The
Laboratory's goal in the experiment was to gain more
information about the chemical composition of radiation
from the sun. This inform a tion will be used to comple
ment data gathered in past Apollo missions for \Vas hington
University and other resea rch groups. In furth e r expe ri
ments, using data from the detector, scicntists here and
at other laborato rics will analyze the effects of radiation to
seek a better understanding of the chemical processes
which o(;cur both on the sun's surface and within its in
terior, the nature and origin of the cosmic radiation that
fills interplan e tary space, and the pro(;esses of radioactive
decay that occur on the surface of the moon.
The Laboratory for Space Physics has been studying
sa mples of moon rocb and data from var ious detectors
used in past Apollo missions. One of severa l techniqu es
used in these experime nts, developed by Dr. Robert M .
"Walker, M cDonnell Professor of Physics and director of
the Laboratory, detects scars or tracks left in crystalline
material by lIuclea r particles in the solar radiation.
Dr. Ernst Zinner, research associate in the Labot"atary,
points out that although the detector carried by Apollo 17
measured only 2.5 by 9 inches , its diverse detection ele
ments collected sufficient data for several important ex
periments. Research on the information collected by the
Washington University detector will be performed at the
University and at the General Electric Research Labora
tory, the University of California at Be rkeley, and the
University of Berne, Switzerland.
CIENTISTS OF
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INTERESTlNG footnote (or rather, pawl1 ote) to the
story in the last Alumni N e u./s about the University's
leasing a tract a t the Tyson Research Center for a wolf
sanctuary was the enthusiasm of one of the participants in
the lease-signing ceremony. Present for the signing with
the University represen tati ves and officials of the Elsa \Vild
Animal Appeal, sponsors of the sanctuary, was Sophia, a
75-pound tundra wolf. Sophia's beha vior was exemplary,
except that after she affixed he r pawprint to the lease, she
tried to eat the document. Although she may h ave de
vOtHed some of the fine print, the document was resc ued,
the lease is legal, and th e sanctuary will b e es tablished.
N

The three-uni ve rsity doctoral program is announced ilt a De
cember press conferenc(·. From left: the Rev. Paul Reinert,
president, St. Louis University; James Holderman, execu ti ve
director, Illinois Board of Higher Education; James S. Rendle
man, preSiden t, Southern Illinois University-Eclwardsville;
Chancellor Danforth.
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Newest addition to the
Washington University
Medical Center is the
fourteen-story East Pavi lion,
completed this fall . A joint
effort of th e U ni versity' s
School of Medicine and Barnes
Hospital, the multidiscipline
patient-care center contains
sixty-four private rooms and
200 semi-private rooms, five
in tensive care units ,
twenty-two operating rooms,
laboratories, and admissions
and service facilities .
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